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Fhotoelectron energy disti'iluL-iüns (PEus) ai-z ppasanted for benzenß

moleaules embedded in solid Ar, Ke> and Xe ca?e gas matriaes cbiair&d

wilh manochpornatizeä syriahfotron fuäiation for selektive sxai'.,arA,on

•in the ränge hv - 8 eY co 15 sV. For photort eneryies in tiie trw-s-

paf&ni ffigion of tte matrices direkt ßnission frem thß oc"-fupiad ben-

zene initial sUites in the band gap of i-he matrix is ubse.'fivea. Enex-gy

iranefer f'rom ike matrix ezaiton stetes ic Ine bänzene guest mo'le-

aitles takes pla,ee ulken ike- kost exsitcn siatp.F, ar-e exaiU-.d. The FEDs

shoi.) t hat w.epgy of unrelaxyd excit'jns ic tPansferred a»-d tfwt trcffisf

to initial statss ;lusk at the icnizaticn i.hresho'Ld is favour-ea.

I. Introduction

The energctic.s and the dynamics of excited states of impurity states consist-

iug of atotns or molccules isolated in rare gas matrices have attracted con-

siderable interesL l l j . While optical and luminescence spectroKCopy has b&en

ayplied for some timc to investigate these Systems [2] photoemission, in par-

ticular photoelectron energy distribution (PED) nieasurements, have only re-

cently been successfully applied to atomic irapurities in rare gay matrices (3) .

In the present communicntitm we report on PEn-measurements for Ar, Kr and Xe

matrices doped with benzcne. When matrix cxcitous are excited unergy transfer

to guest mulecules is obse.rvtd. The energy tran^fer manifests itself in an

increase of the photoemissiun yield although the matrix exciton states have

energies below the vacuum. level of the pure solid and CcTnmit coatribute

directly to photoemission, The energy distribution of photoelectrons will

immediately show t'ne amount of transferred energy, provided the distribution

of initial states of the benzene acceptor molecules is known. This mcthod has

been applied to rare gas matricea doped with atoms and it has been demonstraLed

that energy transfer takes plac<> nn a picosecond time scale from unrelaxed n=l

excitons (3). Depending on tbe matrix either energy transfer from unrelaxed

higher (n=2) exciton states or relaxation of higher excitons to the n=l state

äs well äs partial relaxation prior to energy transfer have been observed (3}.

ThR Interpretation nf energy transfer processes has been a contrnversial topic

evcn for the most tnoroughly studied Systems, namely doped nrganic crystals [4] .

Rccuiit detailed expermental luvestigatit>ns based on the analysis of the time

dependence of the luminescence seem to have seLtled the problem of the ana-

lysis and Interpretation of the results in this case (5) .
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In rare gas solids äs a result of the s t roiig lattice relaxatiim, the energies

of the lowest "free" excitons are larger by niore than l eV tlian the energies

of the relaxed seif trapped esciton states [2 j . For Lhese Systems energy

transfer has f requent ly been discussed by considering the amount of L rans f erreti

energy. Either d i f fu s ion of f ree excitons or a Förstcr-Dextcr type, dipole-dipole

interaction with relaxed elecCronically excited diatoniics or a combination

of both have been invoked for a description of energy transfer processes, but

a detailed understanding of the mechanism is still missing. If the transferred

energy corresponds to the stok.es shifted luminescence band o£ the m;itrix, thc

Fürster-Dexter mechanism is dominant. If the fül l energy of the f ree exciton

is transferred, diffusion of excitons has to be favoured |2) .

Energy transfer in benzene doped rare gas matrices has been investigated unt i l

now only by lurainescence- (6 ,7J and phntoemission yield spectroscopy [8,9).

In these experiments competition wi th surface quenching [6-9] and a transfer

rate increasing with exciton excitation energy (öl have been reported. Frcim

l'ED-measurements one can hope to obtain inlormation about the transferred

energy. Furthermore, PED curves allow to locate the initial states in the

band gap of the tnatrix, and to analyse the partial photoitmization cross

section and the partial energy transfer cross section of the benzene initial

states.

11̂  Experiment

Benaene and rare gases have been mixed in the gas phase with partial pressures

according to the desired concentration. Thin f i lms of these mixtures have been

frozen onto a gold Substrate cooled by a liquid Helium flow cryostat. The back-

ground pressure was below 10~9 Torr. Monochromatiaed Synchrotron radiation of

the DESY Synchrotron was used for selective excitation of the samples. The

energy distribution of electrons emitted within a cone of 5° normal to the
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sample surface hat been atifilysed using a nonibination of retardation field and

static electron lenses. The total elcctron yield and the refler.tance of the

samples have also been recorded. The thickness of the sample films has been

determined by measuring the inturferences in the reflected light with in-

creasing film thickness during deposition, Details of the experimental arrange-

ment are given in Ref. 3.

111. Results and Diskussion

In Fig. l representative l'EDs are shown for C,H, in Ar, Kr and Xe matrices.

Sirnilar PEUs have been observed for varinus thicknesses and concentrations

without signif icant changes. Intensi Ly versus elet-.tron kinetic energy i s

shown, where the zero of the energy scale corresponds to the vacuum. level of

the sample. The spectra are shifced upwards with respect to each other pro-

portional to the exciting photon energy. Thus structures due to a distinct

initial state will follow the diagonal lines shown in Fig, l provided that the

electrons get an energy equal to the photon energy hv. Two processes, the

escape process and electron Emission from the Au-substrate which might con-

tribute to the PEDs are neglected in the discussion. The influence of the

escape function is considered to be small and it is not expected to produce

additional structure hecause (i) at the kinetic energies of the photoelec-

trons considered here, energy loss in the matrix due to electronic excitations

is not essential [lq , (ii) due to the low concentrations used the density of

guest inolecules is at least only 1/100 part of that of the matrix and (iü)

energy loss processes due to electronic excitations of the guest molecules are

only pussible for electron energies above 3.5 - 5 eV jj]) and (iv) the cross

sections for vibratiimal excitations are not expected to depend strongly on

electron kinetic energy. We note, however, that the excitation of intramole-

cular vibrations and phonons gives rise to the strong maximum of scattered

electrons in the PED's at kinetic energies below 0.5 eV. Electron emission from



ehe substrate should depend strongly on the thickncss uf ehe films and on the

benzene concentration which was not observed for the main features to be dis-

cussed below,

The spectra will be discussed in two parts (A) the transparent regi.cn or the

matrix where PEDs of electrons directly excited frorn C f H , are observed and (B)

the excitonic region of the matrix up to the band gap.

A. Transparent Region of the Matrix

C,H,
The ionization energies K £ ° for benzene in the dif terent rare gas matr ices

are obtained frotn the extrapolation of the diagonal lines marking the hi Bliest

bitietic energy of the photoelectrons for a given hv to E, . = 0. They are given

in Table I together uith other relevant energies. For Lhe ionization energies

detertnined in this raaime.r we find good aj^reement with our previous resulLs

from photoemission yield experiinents [ 1 2 j . The transparent region of the matrix

C f H f ,extends fron the ionization energy E " D in the particul;ir rare gas matr ix to

the n=l excilons of that matrix {%12.0 «V for Ar, ?jlO cV for Kr and "38.3 eV

for Xe) . In order to i d e n t i f y the initial states of C,l\, in the raatrix, l'EDs

for pure solid benzene f l 3 - are also shovn in Fig. l together wi th rh t; MO-

assignraents. The density of the occiupied benzene t i rbi ta ls and the elw.tronic

states of the different matrices ar^ shown Schematically in Fig. 2. The small

C H,
energy gap for Xe o£ ^ O . l b eV betwp-en K ^ D and the 11=] exciuor sLates does

not allow tu draw any conclusion. In the case of C.1I. in Kr a roaximuTn which
3 6 6

is attr ibuted to the uppermost l c . states 01 benaene is ^rnwing up to the liraiting

photon energy of 10.05 e.V. For Ar a maximun due to the l e o rb i ta l domina t ing

Llie spcctrum at h v = I G . 3 1 cV and a shoulder nea'r zero kinet ic energy due to the

unresolve.d la, and 3e orbital at l v j = 1 1 . 3 eV are observed. 1t should be r. o Lud2u 3g

that at h ^ = l l . ' i eV the relative intensity of the l e r band is sLrongly reduced.

This might be due to an enh.incement of the partial ion iza t ion cross section of
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the la 3e bands near threshold relative to the cross section of the le .

B. Ejtcitonic Region o£ the Matrix

The excitonic region of the ma t r ix is characterized by strong absorption by

the host matrix. Therefore p r imar i ly the hu s t .sLaLcs are. now excited by p h u t u n s .

The major part of the photoe.lectrons is t_hen produced by energy transfe.r to the

occupicd benzene states in the band gap (see the iuserC in l'ig. 1).

The discussion below focuses on the following thre.e questions: (i) does energy

t raus t" er fron relaxed niatrix excitocs (R centers) äs observed in Uiminescenee

occur or (ii) is üncrgy tracisfer from the free exciton states observed arid (iii)

which benzene states rire pvipulated by the energy transfer Tnechanism?

In Xe the n = l , 2 excitons and the spin orbit partner n'-l have been excited. The

maximiim kinetic energy of Lhe ej ected eiert r uns increases acc.ording to the in-

crease in the photon energy from n.= l to n=2 and to n' = l, This shows that for

these electrons the wholu amount of excitation energy is t ransfe r red . We con-

clude Lliat a relaxation of n=2 and n ' - l to n=l and the relaxation uf the n=l

*
exciton to a Xe- se i f trapped exciton state is slow rela t ive to the energy trans-

fer rate, A conLr ibu t ion due to energy t ransfe r from Xc^ centers can be. excluded.

This is evident by observing that tlie i'b!D resulting from such a state would be

below the vac.uuin level äs indicated by curve L in Fig . l, the result of folding

the C ,H , - l e , band with the luminescence emission t-.urue [öl .
6 6 1 g k '

In Kr the n-1,2 ,3 exciton states and the spin orbit partners n ' = ] , 2 have been

exci ted , Khen Lhe n=l exciton «täte is pupulated the structures in the PEDs

are similar LO l'EDs due to Lhe ie state excited directly äs is evident by com-

parison w i L b L'EDs immediately helow the Kr n=l exciton and those from pure ben-
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Tahle I Parameter for the C,H, impurity states in Ar, Kr and Xe. All
— —•— b b

energies are in t'V. A superscript i denotes values £or the

impurity states. E , excitation energies (Ref . 15): E„, Er bandn (j LJ

gap energy; E , E , tlireshold eiiergy for pbotoemission ^ vacuum level.

Th

Ar 12.06 12 .24 13.57

Kr 10. 17 10.86 1 1 .23

C,ll, in Kr

Xe B. 37 9 .51 9.07

C,H, in Xe
6 6

14.

8.

1 1 .

8

9

7

.2 13,8

,3 8.0

.6 1 1 . 9

.18 8.4

.3 9.7

.75 8.15
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